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WARNING: If dropped on ground, clay bar can pick up grime that will likely cause scratches in the paint if used afterwards. Do not use on paint that is 
fresh or not fully cured. Always test in an inconspicuous area prior to treating entire surface. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN. NOT A TOY.

#5812 - Grime Zapper 
(Detail Clay Light Cut) 200g 1/box
Use for light to medium 
contamination.

#5813 - Grime Zapper 
(Detail Clay Medium Cut) 200g 1/box
Use for medium to heavy 
contamination.

®

GRIME
ZAPPER

Detail Clay Bars Detail Clay Bars 

• Easy to use and form, large (200g) size. 
• No sticky hands! 
• Convenient, durable & protective storage case - 
   easy to open/close with one hand if needed. 

GRIME ZAPPER Detail Clay easily and safely removes contaminants like dirt, overspray,
sap, residue, tar and road grime. Use over and over for a showroom shine or clay lubricant. 

Store in our handy case! Non-sticky formulation avoids residue transfer to painted surface and hands.

DIRECTIONS: Thoroughly wash vehicle free of dust, sand, dirt and other loose contaminants. 
Working in a small area, spray clay lubricant directly onto painted surface. Mold #5812/5813 into a 
pancake shape. Using light pressure, rub back and forth in a “cut the grass” pattern. Repeat until 
you can feel that surface is contaminant free. Wipe/hose away the clay lubricant and dry using a 
clean #5811 Microber towel. Rinse clay frequently during use to avoid grime build up on surface of 
the bar. Knead clay into a free surface periodically during use, as well. For best results use clay on 
a cool surface and never in direct sunlight. NOTE: Plain water is not an adequate lubricant.

Available in (2) grits: Light & Medium Cut

ZAP Dirt, Overspray, Sap, Residue, Tar and Grime Quickly!

®

LIGHT CUT MEDIUM CUT


